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ABSTRACT 

This paper exposes a comparative study that was made between the adaptive particle swarm 

optimization (APSO) and the hybrid model genetical swarm optimizer approaches (GSO) for 

the synthesis of 1-D equally spaced annular ring antenna arrays for both TM11 and TM12 

modes. The synthesis of 1-D uniform antenna arrays is designed as a mono-objective problem. 

The employed optimization techniques are compared in terms of convergence rate and side 

lobes level reduction.  Several original numerical results are provided to demonstrate the 

performance of the proposed techniques. The results reveal that the suggested array antenna 

synthesis approach using genetical swarm optimizer outperforms the adaptive particle swarm 

optimization in terms of side lobes level reduction and convergence rate. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The microstrip antennas arrays find utilization in high-accomplishment spacecrafts, aircrafts, 

mobile applications, satellites and missiles, where cost, weight, size, achievement, flexibility, 

and miniature antennas are required. Currently, there are several commercial applications, 

such as radar, wireless communication and mobile radio that have similar requirements where 

this sort of printed antennas can be exploited [1-2]. The literature about printed antennas 

arrays [3-5] exposes a wide range of methods of synthesis. The array pattern synthesis 

problem can be defined as that of finding the array excitations to produce the required antenna 

radiation patterns [6-7]. Schultz and Bergman (1955) studied the structure of the annular-ring. 

In [8], the author noted that this kind of micro strip antenna finds its application in the 

medical field as a resonator. In [9], there is a detailed survey of this structure where the author 

concludes that the annular ring antenna may also be broadband when operated near the TM12 

resonance. For TM1m modes, [10] have shown that this antenna is an excellent resonator when 

m is an odd number and a good radiator if m is an even number. 

In the recent past, synthesis of microstrip antenna arrays received a great attention from 

researchers. A first algorithm genetic approach towards the synthesis of ring printed antenna 

arrays can be traced in the work of Abri [11], the algorithm genetic was applied to reduce the 

side lobes peaks. Ibarra in [12] applied the differential evolution to design of concentric ring 

antenna arrays for isoflux radiation considers the optimization of the spacing between rings 

and the amplitude excitation across the antenna elements. In [13] Panduro applied the 

non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm to design of non-uniform circular phased arrays. In 

[14], the author uses the linear programming method in the design of antenna patterns with 

prescribed nulls and other constraints, an improved version of particle swarm optimization 

was used by Deng [15] to minimizing sidelobe levels and facilitating null placements of 

nonlinear antenna arrays. In [16] another version of particle swarm optimization method 

called unified particle swarm optimization with random ternary variables was presented and 

applied to antenna array synthesis, the design of conformal antennas arrays is optimized using 

immunity tactic is given in [17]. Recently RAVI [18] applied the differential evolution 

algorithm for the synthesis of phased array antenna for side lobe level reduction. 
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In the present contribution, we present results concerning the synthesis and optimization of 

uniform linear printed annular-ring microstrip antennas arrays through the use of the adaptive 

particle swarm optimization and the hybrid model genetical swarm optimizer for two TM11 

and TM12 modes. A comparative evaluation of the two approaches in the performance to 

design 1-D annular-ring antennas arrays will be provided. The simulation results show the 

success of the applied algorithms of synthesis. 

In terms of organization, the paper is structured, besides the introduction, in four sections. 

Section 2 portrays the global radiation patterns of linear arrays. Overviews of adaptive 

particle swarm optimization and genetical swarm optimizer are described in section 3. The 

comparative study is dealt with in section 4. Finally, conclusions are given in section 5.  

 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The far radiated field ring antenna in a point M is situated in the plane . The radiated 

field can be calculated using the Huygens’s field equivalence principle as applied to the 

well-known field distribution at the cavity magnetic wall which is formed by the ground plane 

and the patch conductor. Figure 1, sketched below, shows the employed annular ring. 

 

Fig.1. Ring microstrip antenna geometry 

 

 A consideration of a 1-D linear antennas array with N identical sources of directivity 

pattern f(θ,φ) is shown in Figure 2 in which each element is located at the position xi. For the 

ring antenna directivity pattern calculation, it was opted for the dynamic permittivity model 
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detailed in [19-20]. Its global radiation diagram in linear arrangement is given 

by:

 

The elements amplitudes ai  and phases Øi are related by the complex excitation weight    

wi= ai e
-jØi, with θ as the angular direction and k as the wave number. 

 

Fig.2. Linear ring antennas array. 

 

The directivity F(θ,φ) is a function of the two angles of direction θ and φ. If φ is determinate, 

the pattern F(θ,φ) can be conformed in the E or H plane. In this study, interest is in the 

synthesis of linear arrays in the φ=0 plane.  

The synthesis procedure can be achieved by minimizing a criterion of variation  between the 

synthesized pattern Fs(θ,φ) and the desired one Fd(θ) defined by a gauge. The corresponding 

constrained optimization problem is defined as:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ds FF −= ,,
                                                 (2) 
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These results were obtained from the application of a ring antennas array designed for 

TM11 and TM12 modes at the resonance frequencies of 2.6 GHz and 0.6 GHz, respectively. 

The antenna characteristics are as follows: r =2.32; Hs= 1.59mm; r1=35mm; r2= 70mm. 

The array step ∆x is fixed to 0.5Lambda. 

 

3. ADAPTIVE PARTICLE SWARM ALGORITHM AND GENETICAL SWARM 

OPTIMIZER 

The adaptive particle swarm optimization algorithm is considered as practical tools for 

synthesis of antennas arrays. Such a kind of evolutionary computational methods is inspired 

by the social behavior of swarms [21]. Like other evolutionary algorithms, the PSO algorithm 

is initialized with a population of random solutions. Each particle moves in the dimensional 

problem space with a velocity adjusted according to the flying experiences of its own and its 

neighborhood. The position of the ith particle is depicted as Xi= (xi1,…,xid,…,xiD). The best 

previous location of the ith particle is saved and expressed as Pi= (pi1,…,pid,…,piD), which is 

named pbest. The symbol g denotes the index of the best pbest among all the particles; the 

location Pg is also called gbest. The vector Vi= (vi1,…,vid,…,viD) represents the velocity for the 

ith particle, Vi must be in the range [-VmaxVmax] [22].  

The following Algorithm shows the process for implementing the PSO. 

• Initiate a generation of particles with random positions and velocities values on             

D-dimensions in the search space. 

• loop 

• Calculate the desired optimization fitness function for each particle. 

• Compare particle’s fitness evaluation with its pbesti. If the present value is better than pbesti, 

then set pbesti equal to the current value, and pi equal to the current location xi. 

• Identify the particle in the neighbors with the best achievement so far, and attribute its 

index to the variable g. 

• changes the velocity and location toward its pbest and gbest according to the following 

equations: 

Vid=w×Vid+C1×rand()×(pid - xid)+C2×rand()×(pgd - xid)                            (3)   

xid=xid+Vid                                                                                                (4) 
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• If a stop criterion is satisfied (good fitness or a maximum number of generations), then 

exit loop. 

• end loop 

 

w is the inertia weight, C1 and C2 are the weighting coefficients acceleration, and rand() is a 

random function in the range [0 1] [23]. The adaptive PSO is executed by inserting the pseudo 

code of APSO that is shown in figure 3 in the standard PSO process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.  Inserted pseudo code of adaptive PSO 

 

 Fi is the fitness evaluation of the ith particle, Fgbest is the fitness of gbest. ∆Fi = f(Fi ,Fgbest) 

is an error function. The ε is a predefined constant according to the demanded precision. Tc is 

the count constant. The replace () function is employed to replace the ith stagnant particle. ε is 

set as 10-4, and Tc is set as 3. A swarm of 40 particles were used. C1 and C2 were fixed to 0.5. 

The upper limit of the inertia weight is 0.9, and the lower limit is 0.4. In this section, we 

combine two well-known global optimization methodologies: adaptive particle swarm 

optimization [21] and genetic algorithm [24-25]. Both approaches start with a random 

population of solutions, genetical swarm optimizer seems to be a good algorithm as it 

combines the searching abilities of both methods [6]. The Flow chart of the genetical swarm 

optimizer algorithm is depicted in figure 4. 
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Fig.4. Flow-chart of the GSO algorithm 

 

 The hybrid model fundamentally consists of a robust collaboration of the two prominent 

evolutionary algorithms APSO and GA, since it preserves the integration of the two methods 

for the complete run procedure. In each generation, the population is split randomly into two 

sub-generations according to the hybridization coefficient, and they progress with the two 

approaches respectively. Hence, they are incorporated in the renew population which is in its 

turn divided into two parts in the next generation for another run of adaptive particle swarm or 

genetic operators. In our case, the hybridization coefficient is set to 0.5. This translates that 

the percentage of population evolved with APSO algorithm is equal to 50%, whereas the rest 

with GA technique. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, APSO and GSO are applied to 1-D antenna arrays design. For design 

specifications, the objective is to accomplish low side lobes level for the modes TM11 and 

TM12, respectively. To demonstrate the superiority of GSO, the performance of the hybrid 

model is compared with the APSO algorithm in each simulation. The adaptive particle swarm 

parameters are as follows: a number of particles equal to 40, inertia weight w from 0.9 to 0.4, 

C1 and C2 equal to 0.5 and Tc=3. The GSO parameters are: The population size is equal to 40, 

the hybridization coefficient HC= 0.5, the mutation probability Pm=0.1 and the crossover 

probability Pc=0.4. 

We consider a 1-D array of 12 annular rings radiating elements having the same radiation 

pattern f(θ) [19], spaced by 0.5Lambda. In order to synthesize the array in the two modes 

TM11 and TM12, the synthesis was made on 1-D array with only one parameter of 

optimization: the excitation amplitude of the elements. APSO is running for 90 iterations for 

both modes. The acceptable side lobes level should be equal to, or less than, the desired value 

and there are no side lobes exceeding the defined values -30 dB for fundamental mode and 

TM12 modes. Figure 5 blatantly indicates that there is a reduction in side lobes levels using 

GSO as compared to APSO optimized arrays. For the fundamental mode, the side lobes level 

of the hybrid model GSO optimized array was lowered from −30 dB to −32 dB (by about 2 

dB) as compared to APSO, and from -30 dB to -35 dB (by about 5 dB) for the TM12 mode. 
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Fig.5. Radiation patterns obtained by GSO and APSO for TM11 and TM12 modes 

 

The proposed methods have been compared in terms of the convergence speed. The minimum 

error values are plotted against the number of iterations to show the convergence curves of the 

applied techniques. It is obviously noted that the GSO outperforms the APSO in convergence 

speed for both modes.  

It can be synthetized from figure 6 that the GSO procedure possesses the highest convergence 

speed CS in the optimization compared with APSO algorithm, in the case of the fundamental 

mode synthesis the GSO procedure converge after 64 iterations, whereas in the application of 

APSO algorithm the convergence is reached after 86 iterations. 
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Fig.6. Comparison of GSO and APSO schemes for TM11 and TM12 modes 
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Numerical results for synthesizing the TM12 mode demonstrated the superiority of GSO over 

the APSO procedure. For GSO, the convergence was achieved after 19 iterations; the 

corresponding number of iterations is 23 for the APSO technique. In order to evaluate the 

performance of the hybrid model, we compare the numerical results calculated by the GSO, 

and the simulated annealing [20]. As such, a linear array antenna of 12 elements operated in 

its fundamental TM11 mode is regarded. We show the comparison of the far-field patterns 

among the GSO simulation results, and the simulated annealing results in [20]. The GSO 

algorithm side lobes level is -32 dB; these results remain comparable to the simulated 

annealing algorithm: -31.72 dB, a small improvement in the side lobes level is obtained. The 

excitation amplitudes of the elements are sketched in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Amplitudes distribution 

N° APSO TM11 APSO TM12 GSO TM11 GSO TM12 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

0.2052 

0.4525 

0.5640 

0.7979 

0.9163 

0.9757 

0.9895 

0.8210 

0.6292 

0.4184 

0.2624 

0.0768 

0.4306 

0.6547 

0.4859 

0.9662 

0.9489 

0.9643 

0.7416 

0.7708 

0.6300 

0.2450 

0.2692 

0.2212 

0.0513     

0.1611 

0.3243     

0.5351 

0.7246    

 0.8702 

0.9408     

0.8854 

0.7894     

0.5401 

0.4075     

0.1875 

0.0014     

0.1389 

0.3316    

 0.4828 

0.6621     

0.7957  

0.7462   

  0.7312  

0.7661    

 0.3538 

0.2521     

0.2385   

 

In this example, GSO and APSO are used to determine an optimal set of amplitude and phase 

distributions of the array composed of 14 annular elements with a distance of 0.5Lambda 

between the elements that generate a directive beam with minimum relative side lobes level 

for both modes. The results are displayed in figure 7.  
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Fig.7. Radiation patterns obtained by GSO and APSO for TM11 and TM12 modes 

 

The resulting field patterns fulfill the required restrictions, with a maximum side lobes level 

in the region besides the main lobe below -25 dB and -30dB in the case of APSO for TM11 

and TM12, respectively. In the case of GSO, the maximum SLL is below the -27.49dB and 

-33.50dB for both modes, respectively. The best results of each method presented in this 

section are used for comparison. An improvement of 2.49 dB and 3.50dB are achieved for the 

TM11 and TM12 modes using GSO. It should be noted from the comparison results that the 

GSO not only achieves a better peak side lobes level as shown in figure 7, but it also presents 

a high rate of convergence compared to APSO algorithm mentioned in this paper (see figure 

8). Table 2 lists the obtained amplitudes and phases distribution. 
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Fig.8. Comparison of GSO and APSO schemes for TM11 and TM12 modes 

 

Table 2. Amplitudes and phases distribution 

N° APSO TM11 APSO TM12 GSO TM11 GSO TM12 

 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Amplitude 

(V) 

Phase 

(Rad) 

Amplitude 

(V) 

Phase 

(Rad) 

Amplitude 

(V) 

Phase 

(Rad) 

Amplitude 

(V) 

Phase 

(Rad) 

0.3071    

0.8101 

0.8867    

0.7522 

0.5601    

0.5805 

0.4053    

0.4800 

0.6765    

0.1583 

0.5637    

0.4754 

0.5927    

0.4172 

0.7823    

1.5520 

2.1638    

2.3835 

2.5369    

1.9447 

2.1997    

1.4588 

1.9546    

0.3216 

0.9158    

1.1517 

1.1166    

1.9780 

0.3082    

0.3670 

0.2765    

0.5167 

0.6502    

0.8125 

0.7888    

0.9983 

0.9562    

0.4995 

0.7059    

0.6895 

0.6343    

0.5341 

0.3310    

0.2695 

0.6416    

0.6931 

0.0584    

0.2457 

0.5849    

0.2215 

0.5801    

0.9880 

0.0427    

0.1591 

0.7283    

1.1535 

0.2552    

0.6975 

0.8150    

0.2745 

0.8253    

0.8163 

0.7237    

0.7424 

0.3005    

0.4467 

0.5515    

0.5141 

0.2195    

0.2466 

1.0129    

1.6228 

2.4798    

2.4004 

1.7670    

2.2921 

1.9326    

2.3059 

2.2163    

1.3062 

1.3406    

1.7258 

1.7107    

1.4386 

0.3770    

0.3933 

0.3470    

0.6434 

0.5460    

0.7830 

0.5278    

0.3897 

0.6713    

0.5749 

0.5144    

0.7552 

0.7955    

0.3155 

2.3665    

3.4577 

3.1479    

3.1396 

3.5519    

3.3528 

3.5762    

3.0723 

3.1016    

2.9375 

2.7375    

2.9168 

3.5109    

4.3239 

 

The obtained results indicated that Table 3 portrays the comparison of side lobes level (SLL) 

and convergence speed (CS) performances of 12 elements 1-D array obtained by GSO and 

APSO.  Accordingly, the genetical swarm optimizer algorithm achieved the best maximum 

side lobes level, and it converged more rapidly than the adaptive particle swarm optimization 

methodology in all the cases that have been dealt with. 
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Table 3. Comparison of SLL and CS performances of the 1-D arrays obtained by GSO and 

APSO 

 Figure 5 Figure 7 

TM11 TM12 TM11 TM12 

SLL 

(dB) 

CS 

(cycles) 

SLL 

(dB) 

CS 

(cycles) 

SLL 

(dB) 

CS 

(cycles) 

SLL 

(dB) 

CS  

(cycles) 

APSO -30 86 -30 23 -25 81 -30 57 

GSO -32 64 -35 19 -27.49 60 -33.50 46 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

This paper builds on a comparative study involving the adaptive particle swarm optimizer and 

the genetical swarm optimizer approaches with the aim to provide a synthesis of linear 

annular ring antenna arrays for the two modes TM11 and TM12, respectively. The hybrid 

algorithm was applied to improve the reduction of the side lobes level and convergence 

velocity. Comparison of the GSO and APSO for the selected set of examples revealed an 

improvement of paramount importance in terms of the side lobes level lowering and the 

number of iteration cycles diminution. 
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